Real Estate Marketing
Program
Welcome Message
Special points of interest:
• Grow your business
• Reduce your marketing costs
• Gain more profits
• Attract more & more
clients to your business
• Be No. 1 in Your
field
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Welcome to this special newsletter,
First of all, wish you a very Happy New Years— on personal level as well as financial level.
May this year 2019 be the best year—ever—of your life.
To make it happen, your business, practice, shop must be
online.
Trust me—without being online also you can achieve
great success. But when you push it with online or digital
media, it becomes much faster, easier & better!
If you haven’t been online yet, right now is the time to
do that.
Of course, that doesn’t mean that we will be entirely focusing on online activities. No. That would be disastrous
for any & every business.
What you need to do is maintain the balance between
these two & use these to grow your business as much as
you want.
My best wishes are always there for you in this whole
year. So let's start with the actual moneymaking marketing strategies for you business.
Rajesh Gurule
Business Consultant

Hi ! This is meRajesh Gurule.
You can reach me at –
M – 98225 45922

A Funny Story
In a family, husband & wife both liked to eat meat very much. And if it’s roasted in oven,
then it always make their mouths salivate.
So as usual, the husband bought the meat from the market. Unlike every day, he was
pretty hungry today. So he sat in kitchen while his wife preparing the meat for roasting.
She took the meat, cleaned it. Then he observed one unusual thing – that he had not observed in last so many years.
He saw that his wife took a knife & chop both the ends of meat substantially, threw them &
put the rest of the meat in oven to roast. When he saw that, he was aghast. He simply could
not imagine throwing such a good portion of costly
meat.
Angrily he asked his wife why she did that. Her answer surprised him. She told that
every time she does the same thing.
“But why?” he cried.
“My mother always did the same thing. So I am following her.” Was the answer form the
wife.
He called his mother-in-law on phone & asked the reason for such a foolish act. But he could
not get proper answer from her. She in turn said “My mother always did the same thing. So
do I.”
Now, husband decided that he would find out the real reason for this. So he called the
Grandma & asked her the same question.
She said,” When I started cooking meat in oven, we were poor & had very small oven. So it
was not possible for me to put the entire meat in the oven. So I chopped off the ends. But I
don’t know why my Daughter & Grand Daughter is doing it. They are having much bigger
ovens.”

What about you? Are you following the same 10 -20- 50 -100 years old
traditional ways of running business ? Do you still use the same age-old
ways to get customers & run your business or practice ?

If yes, then this must be the right time for you to change.
Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Opportunity & It’s Cost
Opportunity is what we are all after.
Once upon a time you saw an opportunity in your current business; you
grabbed it & started your business.
You took action on that idea. That’s
why you are where you are Today!
But daily we skip so many opportunities! Small & Big!
Inside our business & outside!
We don’t think about those, because
we are NOT even aware of those. And
this stops us from going to the heights
of success level that we are capable of!

Don’t wait for perfect things or
things to be perfect you can always
improvise once you start the journey. But if don’t start, then there’ll
never be any journey!!!

Traffic Signal . like to give traffic
signal analogy.
If you want all lights green, then
you can never start your car! you’d
always waiting. Don’t do that mistake.
READY, FIRE, AIM NOT = READY,
AIM, AIM, keep Aiming & Aiming,
Never Fire.

We kind of become ‘insert 'to the new
existing opportunities.

Things, would & your customers
are NOT going to wait for you.

Let’s take ‘procrastination’. This is one
of THE biggest impediment in your
growth.

They will go to that person or business who is Ready Today. And taking action.

Definition – Procrastination unease
postponing / Goal sheets that you
should do today? or at least START today?

My Question to you –Is threes least
ONE thing that you’ve been postponing? that you know should
have already done or do today?

One great philosopher are said ‘ There
is genuine in boldness”. I’d paraphrase
it as “There is genius in starting.”

If yes, then START? Grab this opportunity & run with it. You’ll be
glad you did?

So start today.

Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Facebook Helps the Company in
Getting Business
Facebook is a social networking site that also helps businesses to prosper. It also has
the same traffic that one can find in Google. On the right side of the front page, there
are many advertisements from different companies, organizations and groups.
A person who uses the internet has an account on Facebook. The people log in to the
account on a daily basis. They don’t have any special task to do on the site. It is just
that they want to get some information from their friend or to use and enjoy the applications that are available on Facebook.
The companies who use the website for business purpose get a lot of exposure.
However, there is a vast difference between the ads that get published on Facebook in
comparison to the other search engines like Google, Yahoo and MSN.
The major difference in the ad of Facebook is whenever it gets published or for that
matter if anyone sees the ad they will also see a button below the same. If you feel
that the advertisement which is published is the one you are looking for, then just click
on the link.
The button will show the sign of a thumb. You also have the privilege to unlike the ad
at any point. At the same time if the person is interested in knowing more about the
ad, he/ she can click on the link and they will get all the information on the service and
the products in details.
It should also be kept in mind that if the person holds an account on Facebook, he/she
gets the privilege to advertise their own business. The users who advertise their
business should keep in mind to have a good website so that when the person clicks on
the link they can get directly to the site of the business.
An ad on Facebook consists of 25 characters in the title and the copy gets the
maximum of 135 characters. The creator should design their ad in such a manner that
catches the eye of maximum users of Facebook. There should always be a target for
the person who is publishing the advertisements. After the decision is made by the creator then he/ she can easily pay by using their plastic money.
The users of Facebook, who advertise the ad on the site also gets the privilege to
change the ad at any point in time if they decide that they want to change the ad in
order to get more clicks on their link. This is just like a test that one takes to promote
the business.
It can be any site on the internet that advertises their business, but the main purpose
of the creator of the ad should be to make an interesting title. After the person
suffering the site finds that the ad is attractive, then only they will go and visit the site.
Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Among
Facebook
worldwide users,
India claimed
the first place
with 294 million
users, ahead of
second-ranked
United States
with 204 million

Why should I spend money in Training My
Sales & Marketing Staff?
This is one of the questions that I often get
asked by business owners - whenever they
see or learn about Sales Training Programs
that I conduct.
So for all those I am trying to answer above
questions in details.

Reason 2 - It's an investment in
your Business that gives you
great ROI - Return on investment.

In my opinion, there are 3 reasons

Treat Sales Training as an investment in
your own business because in all reality
'That's What it is!"

Why every sales person or Marketing executive should get proper Sales Training -

This is one investment that will give you
huge - huge returns on your investment.

Reason 1 - It's your business.

Let's take a scenario here Say, you have 5 Sales executives.
Everyone Sales 30 items over a Month.
Everyone Sales Rs. 10,000 items an average.
So each Sales person is selling @ Rs.
3,00,00 for you.

If your sales person is not able to 'sell' then
he looses few things but you loose on much
much bigger scale.
The prospect or the customer who is coming
to your business is not coming for Free!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

You've invested a lot for him or her to
come to your business place.
you did marketing.
you did advertising.
you used your goodwill.
you persuaded them.
you've invested time
you've invested efforts.

& After doing all this, when that Customer
has already arrived in your place, your Salesperson is NOT able to convince him, then all
their efforts, money & time you've invested
goes down the drain!
That's why it's always in your best interest to
train your Sales & Marketing Staff.

Now what if after Sales Training each one
starts Selling to ONLY 10%
More Customers & Sells ONLY 10%
More in amount?
Let's check out After Sales Training Everyone Sells 33 items (10 % more) in a
month
Everyone Sells Rs. 11,000 when (10 %
more) on average.
So each Sales person starts selling = Rs. 11,000 X 33
= Rs. 3,63,000
= 21% increase in your Sales Volume.
Want to see magic!

Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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If your sales
person is not
able to 'sell' then
he looses few
things but you
loose on much
much bigger
scale.

Why should I spend money in Training My Sales & Marketing Staff? Continued .
Imagine what happens when your Sales Staff
improves by 20%?
Imagine what happens when your Sales Staff
improves by 30%?
Do the Calculations yourself. You'll be
shocked!
& I am being very, very conservative here.
After my training, Sales Staff improved their
skills & results at much higher levels than
meager 10 or 20 %!

Reason 3 - You lose more by NOT
training them than what you pay in
Training Fees.
My training is not cheap. I charge pretty good
amount for the Sales Training I conduct.
But even then, you'll be in great profit when
you conduct this training than when you are

not & allow

your staff to repel customers day in & day
out!
It's like bleeding for your business.
Everybody your business 'bleeds' customers & profits.
As an aware business owner, it's your job
to plug it.
This can happen with proper & effective
Sales Training.
There you have it. All 3 most important
reasons for conducting Sales Training for
your sales & Marketing Staff!
For every further info on my Sales training
programs get in touch on 9822545922 or

After my
training, Sales
Staff improved

their skills &
results at much
higher levels
than meager 10

We offer all these Sales training Programs.
Intro To Sales

Core Selling Skills

Exhibition Sales
Training

Telemarketing Training

Project Launch Sales
Training for Real Estate

PRO Training program
for Doctors

Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Great Thoughts to live by . . .
“Human beings have remarkable ability to turn nothing into
something. They can turn weeds into gardens and pennies into
fortunes.”
- Jim Rohn
“There is only one small letter between the words Can and
Can’t . . .and that one letter will TOTALLY change your destiny.”
- Doug Firebaugh
“The best thing you can spend on your children is time.”
•

Jim Rohn

“If someone is going down the wrong road, he doesn’t need motivation to speed him up. What he needs is education to turn him
around.”
- Jim Rohn
“The difference between the right word & the almost right word
is the difference between the lightening bob & lightning”

- Mark Twin
( Think about this during your Next case presentation) “Only
when a person wants, needs &, most of all, appreciates your
help can you help them”
- Dan Kennedy
Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Million Dollar Resources
It’s very hard to find really GOOD vendors or suppliers or reliable person to get various things done. I have personally faced many problems due to this. So here I am
making these sources available to you all. I highly recommend everyone listed on the
following list.
Disclosure – I am NOT getting anything in return whether you chose to use services
from the people listed in the following lists. If you don’t want to use their services that’s
fine. IF you chose to use their services, then the total responsibility is yours - not mine. I
am just introducing you.

Suvastu Commercial Real Estate Services Manisha Gurule is running this firm with her team. They specialize in all types of
commercial places. So if you have any need wrt office or commercial place, you can
contact her. M - 99210 76779. Website = http://www.Nasik-Property.com. Disclosure
- She is my wife.
For Courier services - whole Maharashtra
Maruti Courier Services - After using various courier services for almost a decade, I
am really happy with the service & delivery. you can reach their office at this number
- 9371840999 & ask for Mr Vijay.
For Xerox - Narmada Enterprises- IT is located on College Road. Just beside the
Axis Bank. And the service they provide is really unmatchable. In addition to xerox
they provide lamination, binding services, too. Their number is - 0253 - 2310072.
For all types of Printing work - Sudarshan Shah - Number - 98225 17404. The quality of the work as well as the service he gives is really great. Since I was introduced to
him, I have not used any other printer for anything.
For Investments in Share Market/Mutual Funds - Call Sandip Bornare at Unicorn
Investment, Nasik Branch. He is one of the best investment advisor I’ve met. If you
are really interested in investing your money as well as grow it, then give him a call.
He’ll send you the “Welcome Kit”, which is worth a call. His number is – 98234
41553. A disclosure – he is related to me – he is my brother-in-law.
For SMS Services - Call Gauri or Nilesh at Rich Solutions, Nasik. He provides internet based SMS services. And his service is really good. You can use this SMS service
to be in touch with your clients on regular basis. This is one of the best & one of the
most cost-effective way to approach & keep in touch of your clients. Almost all of my
client’s are using their services. You can contact them on— 9595902003.

Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Warning !
Few things you need to know about Rajesh Gurule and Business Growth & Marketing
You may find it interesting to learn about the way I run my consulting business. I am discussing this not to
brag, but to show you that whatever we do, we do have a choice. Nobody & I mean nobody can force you to
do the things YOU don’t want to do while running your business – not even your clients! So just enjoy reading
this part. Once in a while, you may feel arrogance in the words – but that’s NOT my intention at all. And I
don’t think I am an arrogant person.
• I am sometime blunt, straightforward, and may NOT tell you what you WANT to hear. Because my job is to
tell you what you need to hear. So you should be ready for getting the reality as it is form me.
• Only those very serious about making money, utilizing unusual and exceptionally effective business growth
strategies should contact me. And you should be ready to change,too.
• I rarely takes unscheduled calls; however I does have competent staff. They can be very helpful and you are
welcome to call them. And if needed the call is forwarded to me.
• Do not get disappointed by my refusal to dispense FREE advice. Free advice is rarely a bargain for the recipient and rarely it get implemented.
•Value – I strongly believe in giving & adding value to my client’s professional & personal lives. If I feel I can-

not add any value, then I don’t work with them. At any time, during our relationship if I feel that my client
has outgrown me – i.e. he does not need me any more & can prosper without my help, then I suggest it to
the client.

•Exchanging my time with money – I do NOT believe in exchanging my time for the money I am charging

you. Now, what in the world does it mean? It means that I do not define my fees & charges on the number of
hours I will work. Also, I never say or imply that I will be working said hours for your business. And I don’t feel
that I should be physically present or working at your premises. Many times I do not visit my clients for
weeks or months. But that does not mean I am not working for your practice. I work as much as needed &
more. But you should NOT relate my presence with the fees I’m charging. Because ultimately that is irrelevant.
• No exclusives – generally, I work with many many Clients in one business. i.e. at any given time, I do not
work exclusively with any client – unless there is very strong reason for doing so. And if I chose to do it, the
reasons have to come from me & not from the Clients. There are very rare exceptions to this rule. So if you
want me to work on exclusive arrangements, discuss with me & we’ll work it out.

• Phone – I do not take phone calls – if I am in a meeting or working on my clients’ i.e. your business. Many a
times I keep the phone on silent mode, so that there should be no disturbance. So do not get offended if you
call me and I don’t take your call. It’s nothing personal. I do it for your benefits only. So that the time I have, I
can use it for developing new & effective strategies for you & your business.
Rajesh Gurule - 98225 45922
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Buisness Growth & Consulting
Program

2, 2nd Floor, Raunak
Apartment, Rameshwar
Nagar, Gangapur Road,
Nashik
M - 9822545922
E-mail: info@AdmanAgency.com

We are on internet

www.AdmanAgency.com

Sell Well
Technologies

Disclaimer
This newsletter is published for information purposes only. Pl use your own judgment before using the
concepts provided n here. We won’t be responsible
for anything that happens due to the info given.
Secondly, this is in NO WAY an attempt to judge you
or your business or your business procedures. What
I am sharing with you is how to marketing
knowledge that has been used effectively by others.
Still, if you do not wish to get this newsletter, simply tell me by calling or sending SMS. And I shall
stop sending it to you.
Thanks.
Rajesh Gurule

Have A Good Laugh Today . . . Read This
1) The young man walked into the pet shop and
asked if he could buy 387 beetles, 18 rats
and five mice.
“I’m sorry, sir, but we can only supply the mice.
But what did you want all the other creatures
for?” asked the pet shop manager.
“I was thrown out of my flat this morning,” replied
the young man.
“And my landlord says I must leave the place exactly as I found it.”
----A foreign tourist hired a guide to take him around
Delhi and Agra. At the Red Fort at Delhi, he admired the architecture and asked how many years
it took to build.
.Twenty years,. replied the guide.

.You Indians are a lazy lot,. the tourist said. .In my
country, this could have been built in five..
At Agra he admired the Taj’s beauty and asked how
many years it took to build.
Only ten years,. said the guide.
The tourist retorted: .You Indians are slow! We can
construct such buildings in two-and-a-half..
In this fashion the tourist claimed that every building
he admired could have been built in his country in
quarter the time. Finally, when they reached the
Qutab Minar, and the tourist asked what it was, the
guide replied:
“I don't know. It wasn't there yesterday evening.”

